DIRECTIONS FOR USING THIS BOOK
Locate the record of an individual by finding the name in the index .
It will give you the number of the cemetery in which the person is listed.
If you know the name of the cemetery in which the-person is listed, turn to the alphabetical list of cemeteries, in the front of the book, and get the number of the cemetery, and turn to that number. Do not confuse cemetery numbers with page numbers, as cemeteries are listed by number only, not by page numbers in the book.
For ease in using these records, names in larger cemeteries have been placed in alphabetical order, as to the first letter of the last
name,
In beginning this work, only older stones were copied, but it was soon found that this was not adequate, and the plan of copying all stones in each cemetery was adopted.
Becaus e of labor involved and for brevity in getting the records into print, it was usually impossible to incrnde more than names and dates, and numerals have been used instead of months being written out.
Directions for reaching each cemetery are included , so that more information may be obtained by anyone who wishes to visit a cemetery and copy the entire epitaph.
If you do not find the name you are seeking in the main index, try the supplemental index for those persons whose records were obtained after the main index had been completed .
INTRODUCTION
This collection of epitaphs , and additional information, is presented in an effort to preserve records of pioneer and other early families of Greenville County, South Carolina.
In recent years, rapid expansion of highways, industrial plants, and public buildings and airports , combined with housing developments, have erased old landmarks, old boundaries, homes and plantations. Many family and public cemeteries have thus fallen prey to these land use changes, though to disturb a cemetery is unlawful and subject to heavy penalty. Farmers, too, have sometimes piled tombstones in the center of of a plot and plowed around early graves.
All tombstones and rock markers were examined carefully and noted faithfully , often with the help of chalk , brushes, and sometimes soap and water. Where broken, if they could be pieced together, they were read, and it was often necessary to retrieve parts of broken ones from the graves into which they had fallen. Others were dug from beneath vines and decayed vegetation. Briars, poison oak, fallen trees and brambles added to the difficulty of finding and copying the stones.
Under the cixcumstances of faded epitaphs, weather stains, and breaks, there will be mistakes, no doubt, and corrections will be welcomed, if the corrections are based on proven sources , rather than memory or heresay.
The large number of children's graves was disturbing, and it was noted that the life span was generally shorter in years gone by. Also, that there were numerous people in the county who were born in the 1700s.
It was found, after some copying had been done, that it was best to include all the graves in a cemetery. Otherwise children who died during the early years of the county,would be included, and their parents who died later would be excluded. Unless otherwise stated, all stones in a cemetery were copied. It is good to think that the later epitaphs have been copied, before thay too get too old to read. And it is also gratifying that another Greenville group plans to complete copying those cemeterie in Greenville County which were not reached in this study. A list of those not reached has been furnished them.
Veterans of nine wars are included, beginning with the Indian wars.One section is devoted to Revolutionars War soldiers connected with this county, where the stones so indicated, or records could be found, if they once lived here, whether or not they are buried in this county.
Church histories are reflected on tombstones of founders, church officials, and devoted workers. Slaves are honored, and family doctors lauded in one cemetery. On plantations, there was usually one graveyard for whites, with the owners in the center and slaves on the outer rims. Some older plots were enclosed with rock walls, or a mound of earth, usually in circular form, making a kind of fence. Later there were wrought iron fences.
Many an early settler is in an unmarked grave, because there was no way to get marble stones in those days; and field stones have long since decayed. When marble stones were introduced, they were imported from Richmond, Va. or Charleston, S.C •• Some markers were home made of a kind of material which resembles concrete, but the usual hand made stone was a field rock, with possibly only initials and dates chiseled on. Where flint stones were used, some carved before 1800 can still be read, especially at Mt. Bethel Methodist Church, where the same man chiseled many, with great skill. The expression "tomb rock" is still a standard name for field stone markers in upper Greenville County. Older residents there scoff at anyone who would select anything but flint stone to mark a grave, when marble is not available, because of cost.
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Tales are told of Indians being buried in this county after they were killed by early settlers. One doubts if this is true, as Indians were in the habit of carrying off their dead after a battle, and there were few, if any, permanent Indian settlements in what is now Greenville County, and was then their hunting ground. Certainly, few would be found in established cemeteries.
Some early ministers would be literally unknown were it not for the cemeteries, in some of which five or six are buried, their stones giving information as to churches they served. Other ministers are buried in isolated places, in fields, and lost in woods. One was found in a cattle pasture. These should be moved to the churches they served.
Plantation burying grounds are the best means of telling who lived where when the county was young. Often the old house has disappeared, but the family cemetery can still be found.
Styles in grave markers have changed, even as do styles in clothing.
One can look over a large cemetery and at once see the oldest part by the shape of the stones. The oldest were of two kinds, a rather thin, upright slab, rounded at the top, or graves enclosed by walls of marble, brick, or stone, topped by an engraved slab. The newest are of pillow type, close to the ground, and subject to being covered with mud, unless placed on gravel or grass.
In some places new monuments have been placed , where old ones have deteriorated.
It has been impossible to include all that has been learned about 
